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ABSTRACT 

Due to rapid growth in IEEE 802.11 based Wireless Local Area 

Networks (WLAN), handoff has become a burning issue. A 

mobile station (MS) requires handoff when it travels out of the 

coverage area of its current access point (AP) and tries to 

associate with another AP. But handoff delays provide a serious 

barrier for such services to be made available to mobile 

platforms. Throughout the last few years there has been plenty 

of research aimed towards reducing the handoff delay incurred 

in the various levels of wireless communication. In this paper, 

based on Neighbor Graph Cache (NGC), we introduce a pre-

scanning mechanism in which an STA starts scanning before it 

needs actual handoff. The simulation results show that the 

proposed method reduces the handoff latency effectively. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Handoff has become an essential criterion in mobile 

communication system especially in urban areas, owing to the 

limited coverage area of Access Points (AP). Whenever a MS 

move from current AP to a new AP it requires handoff. For 

successful implementation of seamless Voice over IP 

communications, the handoff latency should not exceed 50ms. 

But measurements indicate MAC layer handoff latencies in the 

range of 400ms which is completely unacceptable and thus must 

be reduced for wireless networking to fulfil its potential.   

                                                           
 

 

 

With the advent of real time applications, the latency and packet 

loss caused by mobility became an important issue in Mobile 

Networks. The most relevant topic of discussion is to reduce the 

IEEE 802.11 link-layer handoff latency. IEEE 802.11 MAC 

specification [1] defines two operation modes: ad hoc and 

infrastructure mode. In the ad hoc mode, two or more stations 

(STAs) recognize each other through beacons and hence 

establish a peer-to-peer relationship. In infrastructure mode, an 

AP provides network connectivity to its associated STAs to 

form a Basic Service Set (BSS). Multiple APs form an Extended 

Service Set (ESS) that constructs the same wireless networks.  

 
Figure 1. 

 

1.1. Channel distribution 
IEEE802.11b and IEEE802.11g operates in the 2.4GHz ISM 

band and use 11 of the maximum 14 channels available and are 

hence compatible due to use of same frequency channels. The 
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channels (numbered 1to14) are spaced by 5MHz with a 

bandwidth of 22MHz, 11MHz above and below the centre of the 

channel. In addition there is a guard band of 1MHz at the base to 

accommodate out-of-band emissions below 2.4GHz. Thus a 

transmitter set at channel one transmits signal from 2.401GHz to 

2.423GHz and so on to give the standard channel frequency 

distribution as shown in [Figure.2]. 

 

 
Figure.2  Channel Distribution 

 

 It should be noted that due to overlapping of frequencies there 

can be significant interference between adjacent APs. Thus, in a 

well configured network, most of the APs will operate on the 

non-overlapping channels numbered 1, 6 and 11. 

 

1.2. Handoff 
When a MS moves out of reach of its current AP it must be 

reconnected to a new AP to continue its operation. The search 

for a new AP and subsequent registration under it constitute the 

handoff process which takes enough time (called handoff 

latency) to interfere with proper functioning of many 

applications.  

Three strategies have been proposed to detect the need for hand 

off[2]: 

1)mobile-controlled-handoff  (MCHO):The mobile station(MS) 

continuously monitors the signals of the surrounding base 

stations(BS)and initiates the hand off process when some 

handoff criteria are met. 

2)network-controlled-handoff (NCHO):The surrounding BSs 

measure the signal from the MS and the network initiates the 

handoff process when some handoff criteria are met. 

3)mobile-assisted-handoff  (MAHO):The network asks the MS 

to measure the signal from the surrounding BSs. The network 

make the handoff decision based on reports from the MS. 

 

Handoff can be of many types: 

 

 
Figure 3. 

 

 Hard & soft handoff: Originally hard handoff was used where a 

station must break connection with the old AP before joining the 

new AP thus resulting in large handoff delays. However, in soft 

handoff the old connection is maintained until a new one is 

established thus significantly reducing packet loss as shown in 

figure 3.      

           

In NGWS(next generation wireless system),two types of handoff 

scenarios arise: horizontal handoff, vertical handoff[3][4].  

 Horizontal Handoff: When the handoff occurs between 

two BSs of the same system it is termed as horizontal 

handoff. It can be further classified into two: 

        Link layer handoff : Horizontal handoff between 

two BSs that are under the same foreign agent(FA). 

       Intra system handoff : Horizontal handoff between 

two BSs that belong to two different FAs and both FAs 

belong to the same gateway foreign agent (GFA) and 

hence to the same system. 

 Vertical Handoff : When the handoff occurs between two 

BSs that belong to two different GFAs and hence to two 

different systems it is termed as vertical handoff . 

 

The handoff procedure consists of three logical phases where all 

communication between the mobile station undergoing handoff 

and the APs concerned is controlled by the use of IEEE802.11 

management frames as shown below in [fig4]. 

 

 

 

STA APs 

Re-association Response 

Re-association Request 

Authentication Response 

Authentication Request 

Probe Response 

Probe Request 

 

Figure 4.  Handoff Process 

 

Scanning:  When a mobile station is moving away from its 

current AP, it initiates the handoff process when the received 

signal strength and the signal-to-noise-ratio have decreased 

significantly. The STA now begins MAC layer scanning to find 

new APs. It can either opt for a passive scan (where it listens for 
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beacon frames periodically sent out by APs) or chose a faster 

active scanning mechanism wherein it regularly sends out probe 

request frames and waits for responses for TMIN (min Channel 

Time) and continues scanning until TMAX (max Channel Time) if 

at least one response has been heard within TMIN. Thus,  n*TMIN 

≤ time to scan n channels ≤ n*TMAX. The information gathered is 

then processed so that the STA can decide which AP to join 

next. The total time required until this point constitutes 90% of 

the handoff delay. 

 

Authentication:  Authentication is necessary to associate the 

link with the new AP. Authentication must either immediately 

proceed to association or must immediately follow a channel 

scan cycle. In pre-authentication schemes, the MS authenticates 

with the new AP immediately after the scan cycle finishes. IEEE 

802.11 defines two subtypes of authentication service: „Open 

System‟ which is a null authentication algorithm and „Shared 

Key‟ which is a four-way authentication mechanism. If Inter 

Access Point Protocol (IAPP) is used, only null authentication 

frames need to be exchanged in the re-authentication phase. 

Exchanging null authentication frames takes about 1-2 ms. 

 

Re-Association:  Re-association is a process for transferring 

associations from old AP to new one. Once the STA has been 

authenticated with the new AP, re-association can be started. 

Previous works has shown re-association delay to be around 1-2 

ms. The range of scanning delay is given by:- 

N × Tmin _ Tscan _ N × Tmax 

Where N is the total number of channels according to the 

spectrum released by a country, Tmin is Min Channel 

Time,Tscan is the total measured scanning delay, and Tmax is 

Max Channel Time. Here we focus on reducing the scanning 

delay by minimizing the total number of scans performed. 

  In section 2 we take you through the various works that have 

already been done to achieve this and in section 3 we explain 

our proposed method. This is followed by performance 

evaluation of our proposed technique using simulations in 

section 4 after which in section 5 we propose a few areas in 

which further improvement can be made. Finally, we provide an 

extensive list of references that has helped us tremendously in 

our work.  

 

2. RELATED WORKS  
A number of different schemes have been proposed to reduce 

handoff latency in IEEE 802.11 wireless LANs. IEEE 802.11b 

based wireless and mobile networks [5], also called Wi-Fi 

commercially, are experiencing a very fast growth upsurge and 

are being widely deployed for providing variety of services as it 

is cheap, and allows anytime,  anywhere access to network data. 

The new age applications require a seamless handover while the 

small coverage of individual APs has increased the number of 

handoffs taking place. Thus reducing the handoff latency has 

become a burning issue and much work has been done to 

achieve this. See [6] for an overall review of popular methods 

suggested. 

Shin et al in [7] have introduced a selective scanning algorithm 

with the help of channel masking technique coupled with a 

caching mechanism to significantly reduce the handoff delay. 

However, it still scans excess APs even after the new AP may 

have already been found and thus leaves room for further 

improvements. 

Handoff, an inherent problem with wireless networks, 

particularly real time applications, has not been well addressed 

in IEEE 802.11, which takes a hard handoff approach [8]. 

In [9] the authors have introduced a novel caching process using 

neighbor graphs by pre-scanning neighbor APs to collect their 

respective channel information. The concept of neighbor graphs 

can be utilized in different ways and have become very popular 

in this field. In [10] a pre-authentication mechanism is 

introduced to facilitate seamless handover. [11] is a novel 

approach towards reducing handover latency in AP dense 

networks. 

Besides, much progress has been made in introducing GPS aided 

handoffs; vide [12] to [13]. To reduce handoff latency in 

wireless LAN using IAPP [14], an algorithm on context transfer 

mechanism using „Neighbor Graph‟ (NG) [15] was suggested in 

[16]. However, IAPP was only reactive in nature and creates an 

additional delay in a handoff. One approach on Physical layer 

(PHY) is the method using two trans-receivers, where a wireless 

Mobile station (MS) has two Wireless Network Interface Cards 

(WNICs) [17], one for keeping connection to current AP and the 

other for scanning channels to search for alternate APs [18].  

Chung-Sheng Li et al. in [19] focused on neighbor graph 

caching mechanism for link layer handover. They use cache 

BSSIDs, SSIDs and channels of APs. They defined as,   

G‟ = (V‟, E) 

V‟={  

e= , , 

NC ( ) = { : V‟, ( , ) E}, 

 

Where G’ is the modified NGC and V’ is the set containing APs 

with BSSIDs, SSIDs and channels of neighbor APs. 

E is the set of edges. NC is the neighbor APs of an AP. By this 

process they significantly reduce the handoff delay. It saves time 

as NGC consists of APs, channels and additional information of 

BSSIDs and SSIDs.  

 In our work also we look at another such position dependant 

solution with a view to minimize overhead signalling problems. 

This is necessary since extensive pre-scanning is unacceptable in 

high traffic AP dense networks. 

In [6], a new handover management technique has been 

proposed using neighbour graph. 

In [7] the authors have introduced a novel caching process using 

neighbor graphs by pre-scanning neighbor APs to collect their 

respective channel information. The concept of neighbor graphs 

can be utilized in different ways and have become very popular 

in this field. In [8] a pre-authentication mechanism is introduced 

to facilitate seamless handover. [9] is a novel approach towards 

reducing handover latency in AP dense networks. 

Besides, much progress has been made in introducing GPS aided 

handoffs; vide [10], [11], [12], [13], [14]. In our work also we 

look at another such position dependant solution with a view to 

minimize overhead signalling problems. This is necessary since 

extensive pre-scanning is unacceptable in high traffic AP dense 

networks. 

 

3. PROPOSED WORK 
We propose a pre-scanning method to reduce the scanning time 

as this delay contributes 90% of the total handoff delay. We use 

selective channel scanning as 1,6 and 11th channel as they are 

non overlapping and in a well configured wireless network all or 

most of the APs will operate on these three channels. So, even in 

case of higher traffic load condition we have a great chance to 
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find free channel for best handoff. In the following, we describe 

the algorithm for pre-scanning mechanism. In our proposed 

method scanning process starts before handoff.  We use 

selective scanning with the help of Neighbor Graph Cache [8] to 

find the best APs in the old AP‟s neighborhood region when the 

STA moves out of its old AP. Figure 5 and 6 describes the 

handoff process from device and NG server‟s point of view.  We 

propose an algorithm in the following 

 

i. After call setup the STA starts scanning. 

ii. The cache is updated with scanned results. 

iii. Above two process repeat n times up to actual handoff 

needed. 

iv. When handoff needed, NG server fetches the information 

from cache. 

v. The result is saved in device. 

vi. If STA finds best scanned AP‟s information, handoff occurs; 

otherwise it waits for next scan result.                                                              

Let the STA needs handoff after T from the starting of a call and 

NGC takes Ts for scanning. Total no. of times cache is updated 

with neighbor graph information before handoff is, 

 n=T/Ts ………….. (1) 

So the scanning delay depends upon n. The scanning delay will 

be minimum if the probability of n being an integer is greater. In 

this case delay will be the fraction part of n. For best case 

scanning delay is nearly equal to zero (when n is integer). For 

any condition the delay will be less than Ts as the fraction part 

of n or the remainder of the division is less than Ts. Here delay 

is only due to authentication and reassociation delay and delay 

due to processing delay of devices. Pre-authentication process 

can also be adopted to reduce the handoff delay. Thus in this 

process the handoff delay is reduced drastically. 

 

 
 

4. SIMULATION RESULTS 
To evaluate the proposed algorithm we simulate three 

mechanisms: fast passive scan, fast active scan and neighbor 

graph cache (NGC) mechanism. We used previously measured 

scan times for our simulation: fast passive scan time as 150ms, 

fast active scan time as 32.36ms and NGC scan time as 0.299ms. 

Figure 7 and 8 show that the effective delays are lesser than the 

previous values. Here we took T from equation 1 from 1sec to 

10sec and Ts as their respective values. The curves are all 

periodic in nature. The values of delays are repetitive. So for any 

higher values of T the delay is periodic like these graphs. Figure 

9 shows some discrete values of three delays. The simulation 

results indicate that the average delays for fast passive, fast 

active and NGC scan are 55ms, 14.904ms and 0.194ms 

respectively. Therefore, we expect that our proposed algorithm 

can be a useful method for scanning as it effectively reduces 

delay time. 

Figure7. Scanning delay for fast passive and fast passive 

scan. 
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Figure8. Scanning delay for NGC. 

 
Figure9. Scanning delays 

 

5. CONCLUSION 
In this paper we described a neighbor graph based pre-scanning 

method that supports IEEE 802.11 based WLAN. We proposed 

a pre-scanning mechanism to reduce the handoff delay caused 

by device‟s mobility. Our simulation result indicates that our 

approach considerably reduces scanning delay. As scanning 

delay contributes 90% of the total handoff delay, this method 

reduces the handoff delay drastically. However, our proposed 

method leaves some drawbacks which we can leave for the 

future works. 

For example, though we have been able to reduce handoff 

latencies we do not consider whether the handoff was at all 

necessary, i.e. ping-pong effects can significantly increase the 

number of false handoffs taking place. The ping pong condition 

arises when a MS moves back and forth between two BSs very 

frequently. Handoff cannot take place in this condition due to 

this frequent movement of MS. To avoid such problem, one 

traditional way is that the MS is allowed to continue maintaining 

a radio link with the old AP until the signal strength from new 

AP exceeds that of the old AP. But in our proposed method MS 

is bound to perform handoff in handoff region i.e. it has to reject 

its radio link with the old AP and has to connect with the new 

AP within that old cell. Thus MS cannot continue its radio link 

with the old AP any more. So in our proposed mechanism no 

such cure is possible for ping pong effect. 

Also, our approach may result in handoff failure in a very small 

number of cases when the MS moves along the borders of the 

sectors i.e. GPS cannot decide in which sector the MS is. 

It is worth mentioning here that although the proposed work has 

been presented considering honeycomb structures yet our 

algorithm would work in a similar manner for other cell 

structures and neighbor AP locations. Minor changes would be 

introduced depending on the network topology. Limitations can 

be effectively eliminated by using different techniques. 

The mobility measurement of the STA that is involved in 

handoff is the most useful one. Indeed this would require 

significant changes to the actual scheme as we are using 

Neighbor graph instead of GPS to get positional data.  The ping 

pong effect may be minimized by using received signal strength 

method along with our proposed algorithm.  We intend to take 

up these matters in future studies. The real challenge as of now 

is to interpret the coverage areas of APs geometrically and 

incorporate that knowledge locally to optimize handoff 

performances. 
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